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Result of Doctoral Dissertation Defense
Name(Last,First)

Student Dissertation Title
only

Student ID

Department/Institute

Advisor

Remark

(Please key in your dissertation title in the course selection system. If you make any changes, correct it in the same system. Please make sure the title of your
dissertation is updated before you graduate.）

Chinese

English
The student has used plagiarism detection software to ensure
academic integrity.
The examination has been finished under the supervision of the
committee on __________( mm/dd/yyyy) at
Result of ___________(location), and the result of doctoral defense was as
Doctoral following:
Defense Passed or Failed
Average of sum (submit integer only)

Committee Member’s Signature

Committee Member’s Signature

1. According to the laws of academic: There must be at least two thirds of the committee members attending in order to schedule the defense. For
PhD defense, there must be at least 5 members attending with at least one third of the members coming from outside the University.
2. The score of doctoral defense should be 70 or higher in average of sum from the committee members in order to pass. Defendants fail the exam
if one third of the members graded fail in which the students have only one opportunity.
3. The students should hand in the Result of Doctoral Dissertation Defense on the last day of August or before the start of the second semester for
those who proposed in the first semester each year and simultaneously apply the Exit School procedure. The graduate date will be assigned on
Notice
January or June, respectively.
4. If passed, the students should submit  two copies of their doctoral dissertation with the signature of the committee members;  the electronic
files which is identical to the dissertation ;  the result of plagiarism detection to the NCHU library.
5. If failed and when students are still eligible to study in school, the students will be able to re-propose doctoral defense in the next semester.
However, the score of the doctoral defense will only be graded 70 regardless if average of sum is higher than 70. The students will be dropped
out of the school if failed again.
Advisor’s signature:
Department director’s signature:
2007/03/09 Revised

